
NWF Olympian
Feed Range
For pedigree & show livestock.

NWF Agriculture is a national supplier of high 
quality dairy, beef and sheep feeds to UK 
farmers. Whatever your farming system we 
can meet your needs for compound feeds, 
blends and straights.

All our feeds are backed by our extensive technical 
services to ensure stock perform to their potential. Our 
sales team provide expert advice and solutions to help 
farm businesses. We also supply forage additives, grass 
and forage seeds, calf milk replacers, minerals and a 
range of specialist feeds. 

For more information, talk to your
NWF Sales Specialist, call 0800 756 2787
or email sales@nwfagriculture.co.uk
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The NWF Olympian feed range has been developed 
with pedigree and show animals in mind. 

The range is formulated with higher levels of micronized flakes 
and oats. Quality protein sources including soya and protected 
rape to develop the animal to its genetic potential. Lucerne, 
Yea-Sacc®, linseed and locust beans can be included to increase 
palatability and rumen stability.

Olympian Calf Starter
For the best start in life
A highly palatable 18% protein high energy calf mix 
containing soya,  protected rape, micronized peas,beans, and 
maize.

Olympian Calf Grower
For growing cattle
Formulated for high growth rates while maintaining good 
condition and muscling using quality proteins along with high 
energy levels.

Olympian Bull Finisher
For the final push before show/sale
A low protein high starch mix to maximize condition and 
bloom. Includes Yea-Sacc®, acid buff, sugar beet and maize 
for rumen stability. 

Olympian Lamb Starter 
Provides a balance of quality protein and energy to grow 
frame to fulfil genetic potential. Generous levels of mixed 
flakes to increase palatability and encourage intakes.

Olympian Tup & Lamb
An ideal mixture for growing lambs and shearlings before 
show or sale. 

Olympian Special Sheep Mix
A high energy show mix for all classes of sheep to be fed in 
the final build up to show or sale to enhance condition and 
bloom.  
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